Mental stress post-COVID-19
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ABSTRACT

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) that is plaguing the world today surely carves a dark, unforgettable history. It has been declared a global pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO). This shows that it has spread worldwide, transcending every border, and then finally penetrating every corner of the world. Despite its small size (measured in nanometer), its influence is great enough in triggering stress. As various countries declare a state of Emergency, restricted movement order and lockdown, varying reactions like sorrow, anxiety, misperception and fear have been ignited in the society. All of these have cumulatively caused stress among them. This current review paper summarizes and discusses the published literature addressing mental health concerns linked to the COVID-19 pandemic. Studies show that excessive stress causes the failure in the individual's mental and physical systems. The issue here is how the situation at the workplace, post-COVID-19 is different from the previous situation. Thus, the psychological preparation of every member in the organization is crucial to face the challenges coming their way. The available literature showed consensus that the COVID-19 pandemic not only affects physical health, but also stress and well-being. In conclusion, emotional well-being must be emphasized through training and human resource development strategy to prepare and empower the mentality of the organizational members to address this stress.
19, various reactions like sorrow, anxiety, misperception, fear and anger have emerged in the society. All these have cumulatively triggered stress to them [6]. The assumption of food and necessity shortage, restricted movement and social activity, being separated from family and friends, losing jobs and the closing of businesses and the failure in accommodating for the cost of living for those receiving daily wages are among the examples of the worry that causes stress due to the spread of this virus. For the frontliners who manage and treat patients due to COVID-19 surely the level of stress that they feel intensifies. Other than facing the problems faced by the public, they are also directly involved to the risk of the virus itself. Every day that they go through is full of fear and worry. The frontliners have a great potential in experiencing a remarkable level of stress [7-9]. They state that the frontliners need to raise the awareness about COVID-19 symptoms, take enough rest, fulfill one’s own needs and steer clear from the media coverage.

The limitless amount of information of COVID-19 from the social media whether it is truthful or bogus, can worsen the condition and contribute to anxiety in the society [8]. The reality shows that this pandemic gets strong coverage from the social media which automatically adds to the worry and restlessness and further provoking extreme stress within individuals. COVID-19 triggers the impact of stress and mental health to those indirectly and directly having contact with the virus, those who have experienced mental health issues, high-risk frontliners and those who closely follow news updates about the virus in various sources of the social media [10].

However, many papers focused on the general effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on business and changes in workplace [11-16]. This current review paper summarizes and discusses the published literature addressing mental health distresses linked to the COVID-19 pandemic. Noticed that most literature target the workers in health sector to mention some [17-27]. Their outcomes are abridged in the Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective/Results</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nearly 40.4% of the youth group had a tendency to have psychological problems.</td>
<td>The Effect of COVID-19 on Youth Mental Health</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In COVID-19 epidemic, the incidence of anxiety and stress disorder is high among medical staff.</td>
<td>Mental health survey of 230 medical staff in a tertiary infectious disease hospital for COVID-19</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discusses the mental health consequences of the pandemic for the health care workers, people who are undergoing quarantine, people who are admitted to the COVID-19 hospitals, and those who have recovered from the infection.</td>
<td>Why all COVID-19 hospitals should have mental health professionals: The importance of mental health in a worldwide crisis!</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A negative impact of COVID-19 on individual’s mental health. Stressors include perception of safety, threat and risk of contagion, in obesity versus the unknown, quarantine and confinement, stigma and social exclusion as well as financial loss and job insecurity.</td>
<td>COVID-19 and employees’ mental health: stressors, moderators and agenda for organizational actions</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms of anxiety and depression (16–28%) and self-reported stress (8%) are common psychological reactions to the COVID-19 pandemic and may be associated with disturbed sleep.</td>
<td>COVID-19 and mental health: A review of the existing literature</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The coronavirus disease 2019 crisis places additional pressure on doctors and on the healthcare system in general</td>
<td>The mental health of doctors during the COVID-19 pandemic</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A relevant rate of individuals may have experienced psychological distress following the COVID-19 outbreak. Specific affective temperamento and attachment features predict the extent of mental health burden.</td>
<td>Affective temperamento, attachment style, and the psychological impact of the COVID-19 outbreak: an early report on the Italian general population</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The prevalence rates of depression, anxiety stress and their sociodemographic correlates among Indian population during the lockdown to contain the spread of COVID-19.</td>
<td>Depression, anxiety, and stress and sociodemographic correlates among general Indian public during COVID-19</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The psychological impact, depressive symptoms, anxiety symptoms and stress levels of the outbreak.</td>
<td>Immediate Psychological Responses and Associated Factors during the Initial Stage of the 2019 Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) Epidemic among the General Population in China</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High prevalence of mental health problems, which positively associated with frequently social media exposure (SME) during the COVID-19 outbreak.</td>
<td>Mental health problems and social media exposure during COVID-19 outbreak</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor support has a negative effect on the perceived uncertainties of employees. Perceived uncertainties also significantly mediate the negative effect of supervisor support on the employees’ emotional exhaustion. 10.8% of respondents met the diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) after returning to work. The respondents reported a low prevalence of anxiety (3.8%), depression (3.7%), stress (11.5%) and insomnia (2.3%).</td>
<td>The effectiveness of supervisor support in lessening perceived uncertainties and emotional exhaustion of university employees during the COVID-19 crisis: the constraining role of organizational intransigence.</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The interrelated and interdependent predisposing and causative factors for the development of psychological ill-</td>
<td>COVID 19 pandemic: Mental health challenges of internal migrant workers of India</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Stress issue post COVID-19**

Studies show that extreme stress can lead to the failure in the mental and physical systems of individuals to function, further creating an effect to the physiology, psychology and behavior [6, 4]. Briefly, stress is not the reason for a disease, but it weakens the immunization system and disturbs the capability of the body to overcome infection and disease. Thus, the stress that happens will fail the effort to control the growth of this virus. COVID-19 at the size of a nanometer gets its strength and energy from the human body for its own survival. The virus becomes more violent when an infected individual has a very weak immunity system [30]. This is very much linked with the fatality cases due to COVID-19 virus, most of which involve the aging population. This virus will somehow become weaker if the host (individual’s body) has a strong immunity system if it is infected.

There is a group of individuals who ignores the danger of this virus. They live through their lives, even sometimes outside the norm that without them realizing, will exacerbate the situation. They will also create the stress to other people due to their violation of the movement control order (MCO). An individual will surely be stressed out because as he or she is really closely observing and curbing the spread of this dangerous virus, there are other individuals who turn a blind eye on this. This cannot be avoided because humans have various personalities. Behavioural science studies show that personality is a psychological construct that describes one’s personality, emotions, thoughts and behavior that are inherent in an individual and which make an individual different from one another [8]. It leads one’s perception to be different from another person’s perception with regard to his surroundings. To deal with people like this, a hasher method needs to be adopted because their action can only be changed by punishment or fines. When harsher punishments are imposed by the authority, it is able to create individual worry and they will realize the importance of obeying the order that has been issued.

**Too much dependency on technological gadgets**

Organisational productivity is expected to increase when group activities are minimized and social distancing is implemented. As it is, post COVID-19 witnesses all layers of the society to minimize face-to-face communication, be it in groups or between one another. This is the reality that has to be accepted by all and it has become a new normal post COVID-19 where it will empower the close attachment between humans and the technology. Nonetheless, this high dependency on gadgets can lead to eye problems, like red
eyes, watery eyes and deteriorating eyesight other than other impacts that are even more alarming, such as depression, fatigue, speech difficulty and psychological issues.

Other than that, the impact of COVID-19 will lead to the overuse of gadgets and the Internet among children and teenagers. If this is not properly monitored by family members, it will invite cyber crime and collapse the family institution. Surely, the concentration on various forms of applications through various gadgets also gives an impact towards the productivity. However, running away from gadgets and technology will not impede the spread of this pandemic. This is because almost all teaching and learning activities also aspects of life depend on gadgets. In fact, the use and dependency on the technology must be consistent with one’s strength and weakness. The use of the technology requires wisdom and knowledge. It can be successful through ongoing education about the impact of continuous and uncontrollable use. Mental preparation and awareness must be present in every individual in facing the computerization technology, the automation and their challenges post COVID-19 in line with the development of Industry 4.0. Mental strength is crucial to produce emotional well-being and further achieve the life quality desired.

Issues of xenophobia

The impact of COVID-19 also influences the situations in our daily life including in the organization that will surely differ from the previous ones [34]. Social distancing is the immediate impact involving the separation of an individual from another individual or group from outside the organisation [10]. This limitation can influence one’s perception towards another individual that will create xenophobia. With the global pandemic status, COVID-19 is expected to create a striking xenophobia.

Xenophobia is the fear and hatred towards something foreign related to a group, race or nation. This feeling is unavoidable because humans have their own perceptions and ways of thinking according to their own thinking framework, including their bad experiences related to COVID-19. The endless worry among the society due to xenophobia can trigger a very prominent stress. This needs to be addressed before the stress experienced due to xenophobia causes depression and leaves an impact on physiological health. Thus, at an early stage, organisations have to enhance the occupational safety and health procedure so that their citizens’ confidence can be renewed to interact with foreigners and those outside their scopes. The function of occupational safety and health is seen as important in any institution when facing COVID-19 and post-COVID-19. A detailed occupational health practice procedure needs to be developed so that individuals feel comfortable in dealing with any individuals or groups that come from outside the organization, especially from abroad.

The action of the World Health Organisation (WHO) in not naming COVID-19 as Wuhan Virus is a wise decision in curbing xenophobia. To the writer, WHO has learned from their past mistakes when they named the disease epidemic according to the name of the location like Ebola after the name of Ebola River, in Africa, MERS that started in the Middle East, or Spanish Flu that came from Spain. Naming the epidemic by location, where it all started can lead to remarkable xenophobia issues. Thus, everyone’s awareness is anticipated so that the issue of xenophobia can be minimized.

Other than that, the authorities or the leadership of the organization must give an insight to the society that the virus knows no victim or locality, but it will spread wherever and to whoever it is. The feeling of xenophobia can also be minimized when an individual understands the cross-cultural aspect, and learns to accept the diversity of other people without prejudice to ensure self-development and organization.

Next, the authority or leaders of the organization together with the netizens must curb the spread of fake information about the disease especially news containing elements of hatred or racism. The abundant of unlimited information about COVID-19 from the social media be it honest or bogus, exacerbates the condition and contributes to xenophobia in the society. Viral information about a group or a country will make the issue of xenophobia even more serious and create extreme stress.

All stakeholders are obligated to promote their shared interests when the country is facing the pandemic, especially post COVID-19. Without accounting for skin colour, religious beliefs and politics, xenophobia can be minimised. Xenophobia, group discrimination, racism and boycotting a group in a society need to be stopped immediately as it is toxic to the country. If this is let on, it can create very prominent economic and humanity crises where finally it will leave a great impact in life.

Managing change post COVID-19

The change from the current normalcy to new normal must take place, although it is not easy for everyone to take it in. Researchers have found that individual mental block level influences the acceptance to change. Mental block would affect how a person thinks, perceives and acts. Actually, the main influence of mental block is confidence, feelings and other things that are already formed in the early phase of life. These are added by the influence of the surrounding and the normal occurrences that will make it more difficult for someone to accept change.
We have to admit that every organisation would change or be changed due to COVID-19. The level of difficulty that one faces during the COVID-19 pandemic will determine their tendency to make the change. Studies show that the difficulty in accepting change can be due to employees’ attitude that is comfortable with the structure and situations before COVID-19. If they have to change to New Normal, they need to go through new situations and environment that require some readjustment. Studies in change management show limited organization resources and the leadership style that obstruct the New Normal change that happens. Insufficient raw materials, too mechanistic and bureaucratic leadership style and low technology level are the factors that impede the application of New Normal to the organisation.

The change towards New Normal in the public health sector cannot be cast aside. If the people are asked to be more particular about self healthcare, the treatment and medical capacity by the authority must be improved. Besides that, organizations’ occupational safety and health function must be empowered and improved. The occupational safety and health must be made more stringent to return the confidence of the human resource to improve their social relationships at the workplace.

Post COVID-19 also brings New Normal in the digitalization of businesses and services more extensively. The digital platform must be improved, advanced and ready earlier so that life affairs such as the process of teaching and learning in the educational institutions, work affairs in the organisations, sales of food and necessity are not interrupted.

The inclusive involvement of all stakeholders is in essential to make changes becoming New Normal and a way of life during and post-COVID-19. A more organic and open communication is needed to make everybody realizes of the need to change. Continuous communication and involvement will ignite honesty that can form trust and confidence. Through this commitment, trust and confidence towards New Normal will be formed and implemented successfully.

Other than that, the society has to have intellectuality and reasonable openness to help them accept this New Normal. This can be achieved through the process of human capital development in an ongoing manner, through training, education and individual development. Humanity aspects like skills, perception and hopes of individuals who have a continuity from the change formed must be emphasized so that every individual has a wide view about the need to change. Through the learning process in the human capital development, individuals will be more positive and ready to accept change.

Psychological preparation post COVID-19
The psychological impact is a very disconcerting aspect that will lead to stress in the society. In [5] expect that this COVID-19 pandemic will bring about a very obvious psychological impact especially to those who are, or who have experienced, having psychological disturbance. A few strategies that can be applied by every individual will be included in the following discussion.

Self-acceptance
Every individual must accept himself or herself the way they are, admit on their own strengths and weaknesses, and succumb to the fact that life does have its ups and downs. This conviction is able to form more confident individuals to facing future challenges.

Personal growth and development
Every individual must be prepared psychologically for change especially in terms of personal growth and development. The attribute and attitude of being open to knowledge and new experiences, easy to accept change and ready to change for the better will produce more confident citizens. Changes cannot be avoided during and post COVID-19. There could be individuals who need to change jobs and this requires them to have new knowledge and skills too. Thus, it is reasonable for every individual to try and improve their knowledge and skills so that they become more prepared in facing all possibilities.

Purpose and meaning of life
Every individual must realize the reality and the value of life. The paradigm shift and mind enhancement about the purpose of life in this world can bring about a very meaningful life, appreciating the blessings, determining life goals and striving towards achieving them, also learning to appreciate despite being tested, because in this way, every individual will be stronger and more persistent.

Sensitive to the Surrounding
Every individual must be sensitive psychologically towards the surroundings and the advantage in mastering it. Back then, the atmosphere is often said to influence human life, but the minds of individuals must be changed so that they believe that they are able to shape and influence their surroundings. All of these can be empowered through knowledge, skills and capability in controlling one’s environment, solving problems and carrying out meaningful activities for own’s and society’s survivability.
Positive Relationships

Every individual needs to realize about the significance of the social psychology aspect. To obtain strong social psychology, it has to begin with positive person-to-person relationships that will craft a more harmonious social situation. The ability to believe, love and support others (spouse, children, parents and colleagues) is an important input for the consolidation of the individual’s social psychology that will minimize the stress faced during and post-COVID-19.

2. CONCLUSION

COVID-19 has created various forms of emotions among the organizational citizens surrounding aspects like their service requirements, future skills required and organizational environmental challenges. This causes worry and restlessness that lead to ongoing fear and stress have to be curbed to assist individuals create their own coping strategies, protect themselves and improve their self-discipline. Thus, emotional well-being has to be emphasized through the training strategy and human resource development. This strategy is able to prepare and empower the mental health of the organizational citizens to face the stress during and post-COVID-19. Facing pandemics such as COVID-19 requires all the parties to take the step of rehabilitation concretely and comprehensively in the many spectra of life. As an individual, we cannot put the burden on our superiors’ shoulders. This is because no one is excused from this new normal, and every individual needs to increase their self-capability in facing the new more challenging reality. It may be seen as difficult now, but bear in mind that good practice makes perfect.
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